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Founded in 1906, RICHTER RASEN is producing top-quality natural
turf grass sods for various purposes worldwide for four generations.
The company supplies football stadiums and golf courses all over the
world with natural turfs, as well as gardens, parks and playgrounds.

Since 2003, turf grass sods have been cultivated on more than 200
hectares of the unique natural rootzone in Slovakia. RICHTER RASEN (RR) has developed, among other products, the premium ‘RR-STADIUM-TURF®’, which has to be cultivated at least for two years before being fully mature. This turf easily surpasses the
requirements of DIN standards.
As RR has already supplied renowned football stadiums worldwide with ‘RR-STADIUM-TURF®’, major football
associations rank the company among the leading turf
suppliers.
RR will also provide natural turfs to the major football stadiums of EURO 2012, such as the prestigious NSK Olimpiysky stadium in Kiev, the Shakhtar Donetsk Donbass Arena and the Arena Lviv in Ukraine.

1st AUSTRIAN TURF GRASS NURSERY
Since its foundation in 1906, RICHTER RASEN has been
operating the first Austrian turf grass nursery in order
to test and optimise grass species from all over the
world for different kinds of environments.
To constantly improve its state-of-the-art technology,
the company takes an active part in turf grass research,
supporting universities and research institutions
worldwide.
Alexander J. Richter is a board member of the International Turfgrass Society and co-founder of the European Turfgrass Society.
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NATURAL TURF GRASS FOR FOOTBALL STADIUMS
Due to its innovative abilities, efficient production methods and profound expertise, which
has been expanded from generation to generation, RICHTER RASEN has been able to claim
top position as supplier of premium turfs for football stadiums in Europe.
RR-STADIUM-TURF® has been developed specially for the unique challenges of football stadiums and football fields in cool or warm season climates. This turf does not only meet the
requirements of DIN standards but also surpasses higher quality standards. RR-STADIUMTURF® is therefore highly valued by leading football associations and has been widely used
for years in many football stadiums worldwide.

References:

Ernst Happel Stadium / Vienna

NSK Olimpiysky Stadium / Kiev (UEFA European Football Championship 2012),
Shakhtar Donetsk Donbass Arena / Ukraine (UEFA European Football Championship 2012),
Luzhniki Stadium / Moscow (Champions League final 2008),
Ernst Happel Stadium / Vienna / Austria, and many others

SPORTS TURF FOR TRAINING GROUNDS
Over recent years, RICHTER RASEN has been able to develop a highly resistant and lowmaintenance turf for sports facilities (pitches and training grounds).

Luzhniki Stadium / Moscow

RR-SPORTS-TURF® has been tested for more than 25 years and is cultivated on special fields
in Europe. Due to its high heat resistance and drought tolerance, this turf is able to withstand extreme variations in temperature (from -30°C to +50°C) while requiring considerably less irrigation than conventional natural sports turf systems.
References:

Mondo Juve Vinovo Training Centre / Italy
1. FC Nuremberg Training Centre / Germany
VIVA Trainingscenter / Austria, and many others

Shakhtar Donetsk Donbass Arena / Ukraine

GOLF GREENS, TEEING GROUNDS, FAIRWAYS
When golf courses are built or redesigned, only the very best turfs and sods should be used
for key areas such as greens and tees. RICHTER RASEN therefore focuses on the production
of high-quality turfs for various applications on golf courses, offering a wide range of specially developed cultivars and solutions for many different requirements, from greens and
tees, shade areas, fairways, bunker faces (RR-ZOYSIA-TURF®) and roughs.
Many European head greenkeepers have been relying on RICHTER RASEN quality products
for years, as well-kept and flawless plant populations on silica sand that comply with FLL ,
STRI and USGA guidelines are key factors of success.

References:

GC Loch Lomond / Scotland

GC Loch Lomond / Scotland, GC Beuerberg / Germany
GC Mount Juliet / Ireland, and many others

Spanische Hofreitschule / Vienna
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SERVICES
Many stadium operators find that the maintenance of premium turfs is quite challenging. Sports
turfs have to withstand the manifold burdens that occur in the microclimates of football stadiums,
such as a lack of light, poor airciculation and the strain caused by games. The turf has to be playable
in heat and rain and still keep a good appearance.
RICHTER RASEN therefore uses its extensive scientific knowledge to produce unique and innovative natural turfs, such as RICHTER-STADIUM-TURF®, which surpasses international standards. In
addition, RR is the worldwide leading expert in long-distance transportation of natural turfs and
turf laying.
Preparation and maintenance of fields are of utmost importance to prolong the durability and quality of natural sports turf. This is the reason why RICHTER RASEN also offers a wide range of services
in addition to its innovative and exclusive turf products.

EXPERT ADVICE

•
•
•

Appropriate construction of turf surfaces
Choice of material
Laboratory tests and soil analysis, . . .

CONSTRUCTION
Football pitches (stadiums and training
grounds), golf courses (greens, tees and
fairways), equestrian facilities:

•
•
•
•

Design, planning, construction
and completion, . . .
Soil and surface preparation, Subsurface
and above-ground irrigation systems
Heating systems
ITM turf system: transportable turf solutions
for multi-functional stadiums

TRAINING
RICHTER RASEN shares its extensive expertise
on turf maintenance with its customers and also
provides them with equipment and machinery.

Benefit from our long-standing
expertise to create your own premium
natural sports turf!
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